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About the Project

- Overview

8 beneficiaries: Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Iran, Moldova, Turkey, Turkmenistan and Ukraine

- General objective and aims

Enhancing capacity to implement international and EU maritime safety standards
Key Results and Next Steps

- **Beneficiaries provided with:**
  - Support to prepare and follow-up audit by IMO;
  - Support to draft national implementing procedures;
  - Support to incentivise cooperation at regional level and with EU MSs;
  - Tools and service.

- **Lack of financial and human resources, lack of maritime expertise is the gap to address and the main challenge**

- **Added value of cooperation and structured approach to the maritime safety as a mean to ensure safe maritime transport and protection of the marine environment are the main concepts to export**
Key Results and Next Steps (cont.)

- **Tools**
  - MaKCs 369 users
  - RuleCheck 194
- **Training courses**
  - 38 sessions
  - 674 participants
- **Technical activities**
  - 26 actions implemented
- **CleanSeaNet services**
  - 11 users
  - 627 images provided
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